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I Dream of a Journey 
By Akiko Miyakoshi 

Author-illustrator Akiko Miyakoshi usually pens tales
about children overcoming their fears, but her latest, I
Dream of a Journey, follows a solitary innkeeper who
may never achieve dreams of traveling. Though the
innkeeper never leaves his small town, his guests—
anthropomorphic animals—send him le�ers from far-
off, exci�ng des�na�ons, which encourage his
wanderlust. Charcoal drawings dominate Miyakoshi's
picture book, but as in her previous works, dashes of
color—this �me, in the form of postcards—add
whimsy to her otherwise realis�c drawings. For other
picture books with pops of color, try Lenny and Lucy,
wri�en by Philip C. Stead and illustrated by Erin E.
Stead, or The Night World, wri�en and illustrated by
Mordicai Gerstein.  
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Where do we turn a�er a terrible tragedy, when all of
a sudden—and forever—so much is lost?  

In All of a Sudden and Forever, Chris Barton tenderly
explores the a�ermath of the Oklahoma City bombing
and reveals how a�er such a devasta�ng loss,
survivors, loved ones, and communi�es grieve,
receive help, tell stories, and—over �me—find solace
and nurture hope. Learn what drew Chris to this
difficult story through this interview with his local
independent bookstore and in this blog post about
the museum visit that inspired the book. Discover
how this book can be a resource to affirm what
vic�ms of a tragedy may be feeling, as well as to
create empathe�c readers. 

read more→
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THE SHELF CARE INTERVIEW: IRENE HANNON

In this episode of the Shelf Care Interview, Susan Maguire talks to romance author Irene
Hannon (whose name you may recognize from our November Shelf Care Interview), a best-
selling, Rita Award-winning author who has wri�en more than 50 roman�c suspense and
contemporary romance women's fic�on novels. Her books have appeared on mul�ple best-
seller lists and three and a half million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and
translated into mul�ple languages.  click to listen →
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Booklist Online exclusive reviews complement Booklist's already extensive print coverage,
allowing us both to review some subject areas in greater depth and to weigh in more
quickly on �tles not released for review in advance of publica�on. Occasionally, we write
new reviews of older books, too, to offer fresh perspec�ve on a familiar work. These �tles
are recommended, with qualifica�ons as noted, for purchase by public and school libraries;
for further informa�on, please consult the Booklist selec�on policy.
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